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FAST, COMFORTABLE AND SECURE DRIVING LICENCE VALIDATION
Move from A to B quickly, safely and comfortably. Especially in cities, new mobility concepts and
the sharing economy are a real alternative to the purchase of your own vehicle. Reduce obstacles
and offer your users a fast, secure and comfortable onboarding process with the cidaas ID Validator
– now, nothing stands in the way and the user is ready for the ride.
DRIVING LICENCE VERIFICATION ANYTIME AND ANYWHERE
The desire for more mobility requires the availability of vehicles everywhere and at all times. That
means driver’s licence verification must be just as flexible and possible anywhere. Onboarding must
be mobile, convenient and quick at the moment the vehicle is needed. Driving licence verification
using the cidaas ID validator can be carried out device-independently, from any camera-capable
device. Using modern AI technologies, the automatic verification allows the user to complete a
successful verification in a few seconds, without queuing.
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STRONG USER IDENTIFICATION
User identification is critical to protect the
fleet from unauthorised access. On one
hand, this includes verifying the driver’s
licence and checking its validity; on the
other hand, it is substantial in this process
to ensure that the user and the licence
holder match. Onboarding therefore
includes checking of the security features
of the driving licence as well as liveness
detection and biometric matching of the
passport photo with the person.

LET’S GO FOR A RIDE
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COST-OPTIMISED DRIVING LICENCE
VERIFICATION
Save noticeably on process costs. A call
centre is no longer up to date. Waiting
times are tough for users, the call centre is
sometimes only available at certain times
and the costs per identification case are
unsustainable.
In addition to low-cost identification, the
entire process flow becomes more efficient
because the data obtained from the analysis
is immediately made available to the right
systems. In our own certified data centres,
the highest security and availability of the
system is ensured without any worries on
your part.

